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LEAVE FIREWORKS  

TO THE EXPERTS!  

Summer is filled 

with barbecues,    

parades and        

fireworks. The      

National Safety 

Council advises  

everyone to enjoy 

fireworks at public 

displays conducted 

by professionals, 

and not to use     

fireworks at home.  
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Ways to Save Water This Summer 
1. Water in the Early Morning or Evening
When the sun is high, water quickly evaporates. Put water to better use by watering at times when moisture is more 
likely to stay in the soil.

2. Cover a Pool
Leaving your pool open leads to water evaporation, which may result in filling up a pool more often.

3. Layer Mulch
Apply a thick layer of bark mulch to trees, shrubs, and gardens to help retain moisture and limit the need to water 
plants as frequently.

4. Control Sprinklers
Make sure your sprinkler isn’t spraying your house, driveway, or walkway and is truly watering your lawn. When 
cleaning driveway and walkways, conserve water by using a push broom instead of the hose.

5. Get a Rain Barrel
Purchase a rain barrel to collect water from a gutter’s downspout. Reuse the water for lawn and garden.

6. Hold Off on At-Home Car Washes
Almost twice as much water can be saved by washing a vehicle at the car wash.

7. Rinse Fresh Produce in a Bowl
Rinse produce in a bowl of water instead of running water. Then repurpose the water for watering indoor plants and 
garden.

8. Avoid Washing Every Dish by Hand
Using a dishwasher could save up to 20 gallons of water.

9. Thaw Frozen Foods
Thaw frozen foods on the counter or in the fridge to avoid using running water.

10. Start Composting
Begin composting instead of relying on a garbage disposal. This saves water and turns discarded fruit and veggies 
into useful gardening soil.

11. Cut Shower Time
Shortening showers by just 2 minutes to save 150 gallons a month .

12. Avoid Receiving Water You Won’t Drink
When eating out, let the waiter know if you are unlikely to drink the complimentary glass of water so it won’t end 
up down the drain after you leave.
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